

	
Nick Martin


Look. In the sky. Its a webpage. It's a blog. No, its actually just a
webpage. But it is my webpage, and you are looking at it (for
some reason I can't really fathom). Anyway, welcome.


Basic Info


I'm just this, guy, you know? I live in Berkeley, CA and quite
like it.

	PGP Key. You can send me encrypted mail! I
  might even read it.


	Horribly out of date resumé (HTML,
  PDF). You can't hire me right now,
  though, so don't bother trying to contact me about a job. I'm a
  founder at Meteor and have no
  plans to leave.


	I drink a lot of tea. Find out my thoughts on tea on my tea page. No longer updated frequently.





	




My Adventures


I like adventures. I've had a lot of them in my short life so far on
Earth, but only a few of them have made it onto the web in any
coherent fashion.

	Operation Where's the
  Moose? Summer 2003. I bike across the country for no good
  reason. 13 states, 3800 miles, 61 days, 8 flats, and no moose.

  
	Raging Madness. An annual
  trip with some of my closest friends. The adventure started in 2003 at
  Grand Staircase Escalante in Utah, and had progressed around the
  country from Yellowstone in Wyoming to Prince William Sound in
  Alaska. But we always seem to find ourselves drawn back to Utah.

    Here
    are some
    photo galleries.


  
	Antarctica.
    Christmas 2008.
    

  
	Wedding. On July 7th, 2012, I married my best friend and life
  partner, Jen Selby. Photo
  galleries coming soon.





Other adventures, trips, and random stuff can be seen in my photo gallery.

Miscellaneous Geekery


I'm a geek. I do geek things, with geek stuff. Sometimes, I write about
it.

	Dirty NAT tricks for VPN with clients in
  the private address space.
  
	Tricks to run Kerberized Zephyr through a NAT.
  
	Tomato Sauce Recipe.
  
	Rolling Dice for Fun and Profit.
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